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More than 75% of major falls from vehicle incidents
occur during loading and unloading activities.

LOADSAFE – PUTTING
SAFETY FIRST
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Employers have a duty of care under the 2005

Working at Height Regulations, to assess the risks

from working at height and to use appropriate

equipment to help prevent accidents. 

The Catnic LoadSafe platform has been

specifically designed to satisfy Working at

Height Regulations.

Following extensive research and development

in consultation with site managers and drivers,

Catnic LoadSafe platforms have been developed

to provide safe secure access to trailer bed

vehicles and reduce the risk of falls when

working at height.
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FEATURES OF LOADSAFE
PLATFORMS

LoadSafe platform Features of LoadSafe platforms 

FEATURES OF LOADSAFE
PLATFORMS  
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LoadSafe is designed to encourage a safer
working environment. Deliberately engineered
to accommodate access restrictions and
loading constraints presented at construction
sites and loading yards across the country.

Originally developed by Tata Steel to improve

health and safety on its own sites and reduce

the risk of slips, trips and falls from goods

vehicle trailers.

Every year around 2000 drivers and workers are

seriously injured in falls from vehicles. Each

LoadSafe platform provides a temporary means

of access, and safe refuge, for banksmen and

other personnel involved in the loading or

unloading process. Designed primarily to ensure

the safety of those unloading from trucks on site,

especially where no edge protection is present.

LoadSafe has been developed and made

available in a number of configurations that

make it suitable for use in both flat, surfaced

delivery yards and on more uneven ground

such as the unloading areas on many

construction sites.

Quick and easy to manoeuvre
Manufactured from steel sections the robust

LoadSafe platforms are designed to be

lightweight and easily positioned on site using

available plant equipment such as forklifts.

Safe and stable to use
All platforms are designed to be effortlessly

positioned close to the vehicle by a maximum of

two individuals. Robust handrails and stairways

ensure a secure and stable work area for

personnel. For maximum stability the platform

uses two water filled ballast tanks*.

Quick vehicle turnaround
To allow swift vehicle entry the platforms have

been designed to move easily away from the

trailer bed, allowing the driver to position his

lorry without difficulty or restricted access.  

The efficient design permits greater flexibility for

vehicles when loading and unloading thus

saving time and maximising the deployment of

vehicles and workforce on site. Where platforms

sit on two sealed linear bearings only one

person is required to glide it into position*.

Minimum maintenance
The entire platform range has very few moving

parts, wheels are locked into position, and linear

bearings* secured into its open and closed

position by a spring-loaded bolt.

Compliance
The LoadSafe platform range has been designed

within the BS EN 1004:2004 guidelines and

manufactured in line with industry regulating

standards P.U.W.E.R 1998 and B.S 4592 (Part 1) to

withstand 5kn per m2 of downward force to

ensure the maximum level of safety when

loading and unloading from trailers.

Extensive benefits of the LoadSafe product range:
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* Only available on LS8 platforms



PRODUCT SELECTOR
With a variety of products to choose from our LoadSafe range can configure to
the unique requirements of each site. Products can be used together or in
singular format, see page 10 for further information.

LoadSafe platform Product Selector

PRODUCT SELECTOR  
2.5m End Trailer Platform
Product code: LS2.5

Ideally suited for use in distribution yards, where safe working access 
is required onto trailer beds to strap and secure large items.

Product features:
•  Robust stairway and handrails

•  4 locking wheels  

•  2.5m working length

•  Galvanised finish   

•  SWL tested to 150Kgs

Product benefits
•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Create stable platform for individuals to safely access rear of the 

trailer bed

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  Lightweight and compact to allow quick and safe handling on site

•  Can be used on standard 12m trailers to reduce the risk locally along

the length in conjunction with LSS3 side screens
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6m LoadSafe access platform
Product code: LS6

Ideally suited for use in a merchant yard, where loading and unloading
of various size vehicles are required and access constraints necessitate
smaller flexible solutions.

Product features:
•  Robust stairway and handrails

•  4 locking wheels 

•  6m working length

•  Galvanised finish 

•  SWL tested to 300Kgs

Product benefits
•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Enables stable access for several people to safely access a trailer bed 

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  Lightweight and compact to allow quick and safe handling on site 

•  Can be used on standard 12m trailers to reduce the risk locally along

the length in conjunction with LSS3 side screens

6m LoadSafe access side screen
Product code: LSS6

Product features:
•  Robust stairway and handrails

•  Locking wheels  

•  6m working edge protection

•  Galvanised finish   

•  SWL tested to 150Kgs

Product benefits
•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Creates stable framework for several people to safely work on 

the trailer bed

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  Lightweight and compact to allow quick and safe handling on site

•  Can be used on standard 12m trailers to reduce the risk locally along

the length in conjunction with LSS3 side screens

•  Safe easy access
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PRODUCT SELECTOR
Screens are designed to create a safe containment zone around each vehicle
whilst the large platforms are ideally for more permanent loading bays.
However if you're looking for inspiration on how to collate the range to suit
your site please read page 10.

LoadSafe platform Product Selector 

PRODUCT SELECTOR  
8m LoadSafe platform
Product code: LS8

Ideally suited for use on construction sites with designated loading
areas, where a durable and stable access platform is required on 
uneven ground. 

Product features:
•  Robust stairway and handrails

•  Adjustable feet and ballast tanks increase stability of uneven ground   

•  8m working length with 10m protection

•  Galvanised finish   

•  SWL tested to 150Kgs

•  Linear bearings allow structure to slide and lock into position effortlessly

Product benefits
•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Creates stable platform for several people to safely access the trailer bed

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  No wheels and easily transportable without the need for specialist

equipment

•  Steel framework built to withstand demanding activities on site

3m LoadSafe Side screen
Product code: LSS3

Ideally suited for general use in all loading and unloading stations,
where access onto trailer bed is required and working at height 
restraints necessary.

Product features:
•  3m frame protection

•  2 locking wheels  

•  Underside chain connectors at either end provide secure 

locking to trailer bed

•  Painted finish  

Product benefits
•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Creates stable framework for several people to safely work on the 

trailer bed 

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  Lightweight and compact to allow quick and safe handling on site 

•  Can be used on standard 12m trailers to reduce the risk locally along

the length in conjunction with LS8, LS6 and LS2.5 LoadSafe products

11m LoadSafe Access Platform
Product code: LS11

Ideally suited for use in distribution loading bays, where safe working
access if required onto trailer beds to strap and secure large items.

Product features:
•  Robust stairway and handrails

•  Dual stairway for multiple access  

•  11m working length*

•  SWL tested to 300Kgs  

•  Painted finish

Product benefits
•  Flexible design allows for simple adaptation into 2 x 2.5m platforms

when centre parts are removed

•  Encourages safe working practices and forklift exclusion zones

•  Creates stable platform for several people to safely access the trailer bed

•  Prevents the risk of falls from height

•  Easily transportable without the need for specialist equipment

•  Steel framework built to withstand demanding activities on site

*Bespoke lengths available upon request
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FLEXIBLE DESIGN
Catnic LoadSafe platform product range provides a flexible alternative to
conventional safety solutions.

LoadSafe platform Flexible Design 

STAYING SAFE ON SITE
At Catnic safety is our main priority, and to ensure maximum safety of our
workforce and drivers we necessitate the use of exclusion zones during any
loading and unloading activities. 

Conventional air crash bag restraint systems need a
large footprint and require air pressure fed from a
compressor to fill and maintain air supply. 

Utilising Catnic’s range of LoadSafe platforms and side
screens you can ensure a simpler self contained
efficient structure that requires little maintenance and
securely positioned.

Integrating LoadSafe to suit your needs:

Loading bay and trailer bed secured with LoadSafe 3m Side Screen,

6m platform and 2.5m End Trailer platform providing rear and 

side access.

Loading bay secured with LoadSafe 3m Side Screen and 2.5m End

Trailer platform, provide rear access.

Loading bay secured with LoadSafe 3m Side Screen and 6m platform,

provide side access.

Loading bay secured with LoadSafe 3m Side Screen 2.5m End Trailer

platforms, providing rear and side access.

This ensures both the safety of the driver and
individuals who are operating in the area.

Below is an example of a safe working exclusion zones
in practice.

Red = No individuals are permitted access in these areas when loading

and unloading has commenced.

Yellow = Individuals permitted access when Forklift truck or Crane activity

has stopped. 

Green = Safe areas for individuals. 

If you would like to find out more about our latest LoadSafe product range please call 
Catnic on 02920 337900 or email catnic.loadsafe@tatasteel.com


